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Aspirational Statement
Orange County must capitalize on the opportunity to build upon its economic strengths by strotegicol/y
working to grow and attract the highest-value-added economic activity our community can: the highwage, knowledge-intensive manufacturing, research, software, information technology {IT}, and services
jobs that power today's global, innovation-based economy with an emphasis on scalable companies.

Current Conditions (1-2 paragraphs)
Orange County is ranked as the fastest growing metrop:o.litan area in the United States in 2017. While
greatly outpacing the country in employment growth in manufacturing, construction, and financial
services, the leisure and hospitality sector has continued to add the most jobs of any single category.
The dominance of these low-wage jobs in our region ranks Orange County near the bottom of US
metropolitan areas in median household income .
Orange County is a technology-rich region . From its early roots in the aviation, aerospace and defense
industry along the Interstate 4 corridor, Orange County has grown new tech clusters like modeling and
simulation, electro optics and lasers, digital media, interactive entertainment, microelectron ics, life
sciences, and health-care and medical technologies. While these tech industries generate high-wage
jobs, with salaries averaging $83,800, these jobs account for only 3.1 percent[_of our employment. _______ Orange County has committed only limited resources to tech scaleups - startups that leverage our
technology-rich region creating high-wage jobs and employment growth rates greater than 20 percent
per year.
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Comment (551]: Source? Oennis Response :
CBRE, Scoring Tech Talent in North America 2018.

Recommendation: Create a Culture of Innovation within Orange County

Promoting innovation and entrepreneurship continues its rise as a priority for local government on
equal footing with strengthening regional talent supply, nurturing industry clusters, and reducing
obstacles to business growth . When government embodies speed and efficiency through a culture of
innovation, it facilitates competitive advantage, creates wealth and cascades the benefits of prosperity.
Technology should be used to " put words to action " that Orange County is a place where the innovation
economy is growing.
While wealth and job creation are typically private -sector outcomes, case studies of prosperous
geographies demonstrate the necessity of collaboration between alJ{b:ree sectors : private, public and
independent (non-profit) in creating broad-based prosperity. Pubfivprivate partnerships (P3s) leverage
the complementary roles of each in the form of strategic relatinnships designed to harness the potential
of technological innovations as facilitators of social innovatiOl)s.
Short Term Actions :
1.

Establish a network of Orange County public, private, non-profit, and academic leaders that will
foster innovation in their clusters and collabQTation between their clusters.

2.
3.

Encourage cluster organizations to develop a clil'ture e;>f«:movation
Expand Creative City Project' stmr;pes;se 2019 in do~town Orlando to include a technology and
innovation focus area.

4. Identify staff across the organization that wi'IJ:l?e responsibJ:e'for driving innovation within their
business area .

5. Foster Public/Puvate Pa·rta.ei;ships throogt, strategic ref,afio,nships Being inclusive of a broad,
diverse array o.f'dtizens and:t>rganizations-1'1:):at can provicfe-valuable perspectives and ideas on
how to solve chall:ooges in oar. -region

6. Prorooteat1d support the effons:ot'.\lisit Orlando as they host several technology focused
conferences $1,1'.Ch as the·Al4fonomous\Ee;hiqe Conference coming in 2019, which will be
leveraged by the Orlando Ec:om,>mic Partne'Fsbi'p to attract more jobs and investment in the
re,gi,on .
7. To e~rage an experimental mind-5£!t, the County should pilot a project in one business area
where staff "Step Out" of their normal business activities to focus on innovation .
Long Term/Ongoing Actf:oos :
1.

2.

3.

Create a culture ofir:m(JVation within Orange County by empowering staff at every level to
suggest new approaches to challenges they face, and enable business areas to pilot new
programs, technologies or processes with an iterative design-thinking/MVP approach .
Orange County, the Orlando Economic Partnership, the University of Central Florida, Valencia
College and others routinely host companies looking to expand or relocate to the region . Due
to these strong and enduring partnerships, each visit can be handled in a very coordinated,
professional way to best represent our region to the world . This is an advantage because most
other areas of Florida are conducting these visits in siloes.
Promote Strategic Foresight. Smart regions set a future course based on existing strengths to
solve persistent challenges and create new successes. The hallmark of Strategic Foresight is a
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commitment to challenging assumptions and old ways of thinking combined with continuous
scanning of the external environment to uncover hidden opportunities. Strategic foresight is an
inclusive process of imagining what could be and pulls Orange County toward its potential
futures and those futures into Orange County.
4. Prepare to thrive and be nimble as technology disrupts elements of our regional economy.
Referred to as the Fourth Industrial Revolution, all sectors within the county's economic
footprint must evolve or risk being replaced . The accelerated rate of technological disruption
exacerbates the pressure on Orange County government as a market-shaping institution . We
must prepare to adapt to innovation and demonstrate that Orange County is open to
disruption and new technologies. The first answer should be " let us see how to make this
work."
5. Drive innovation within the County by implementing business cycles and resource plans to
conduct regular "Step Outs" by staff.

Recommendation: Grow, Attract and Retain Tech Talent

Growing scalable companies is more than tech workers ~nd we should recognize ~
hls.fact. Its people _____ experienced in growing and scaling startups, product manag.er.s, sales professionals, finance
professionals experienced in raising venture capital, it's all sort.softalent that are also highly paid and
highly skilled. A "tech" or scalable companycannotscale with just tech workers, but these same workers
also appreciate and need the same type of em,ti.ronment to live and work.
With Orlando ranked the fastest growing large metropotitan area in the country for 2017, and greatly
outpacing the country irremploymen·t rn manufactu'fing, construction, and financial services, Central
Florida 's future is dependent on addressing the contitlued growth of a strong national and international
presence which commands innova.ti:on ar:rd:technology centered talent. This calls on Orange County
Government to·serve as.a convener of industry and education leaders to ensure our community is
responding to the needs of our high tech community with continued growth and expansion . Demands
will require the creation of more innovation in developing high tech skilled/talented workers including
enhanced needs in manufacturing, construction, biotech, defense, cyber security, and life and health
sciences. It is critical that the talent pipeline include innovative pathways for growth . The technology
centered talent pipeHne will depend on Central Florida ' s educational partners who are recognized
nationally for responding to the economic and industry needs through the continuous connectivity with
business partners in addressing current and future needs. Educational demands will be addressed at all
levels in concert with industry partners by revising and developing new programs to meet all needs for
innovation and technology to continue to enhance its significant economic impact on Central Florida' s
workforce and community.
Short Term Actions :
1.

Convene a summit of industry, entrepreneurial and education leaders to ensure our community
is identifying and responding to the needs of our high tech community with continued growth,
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Comment [552]: Need to condense while
capturing main principles

expansion, talent supply, infrastructure, and capital formation . The results of the summit will
lead to the development of a strategic vision plan and course of action .
1.

Work with internal and external resources to begin the development of a customer focused
technology communications plan, including the examination of the possible need to designate a
permanent position within the Information Systems technology group to serve as the primary
communication resource.

2.

In order to attract and retain tech talent within Orange County government, pilot the concept of
flexible schedules with a sma ll group to test the process and create program documentation .

3. Designate a County office to take responsibility for fostering entrepreneurial resources for
~panish speakers ~ith ~ultural sensitivitJl Partner with BIP at UCF, HCCMO, etc. __________ ~- _ ' ,

Long Term/Ongoing Actions :

Comment [53): Kirstie comment: What about
other minority groups (African American , .....eterans,
women, etc.?)

'' Comment [554]: Expand to provide cultural
sensitivity Orange County's in'.l'estments,
communication plans, and outreach to our diverse
set of entrepreneurs.

2. Goal to gain in national " Best-Of" practice and recognition lists for both community wide and
internal innovation environment. Move Orange County into the top 20 metro tech talent
markets in the US.
3.

Continue to partner with the Orlando Economic Partnership. to identify " good fit" companies for
the region, based upon community assets, sector strengths and future growth.
4. Intentionally focus on " growing our own " innovation-economy with proactive support for places,
programs and funding to connect and accelerate growth.within the region ' s entrepreneurial
ecosystem .
5. ,S upport the creation or expansion of places that enable the seamless exchange of ideas and
organic "collisions" between the entrepreneurial community, investors, established companies
and ~he public secto

Comment [555): Provide further clarification for

-----------------------------------------------

role of County.

6. Designate a County office to take responsibiHty for ensuring incentives are available for

Comment [KC6]: Kirstie comment: I added this

underserved minorities. to get trained and gaFn skills to serve local \industry labor demanc{ ____ _
Parmer with UCF, Valencia, Seminole State, etc.
7.

Benchmark with other Tech hubs how best to keep and attract talent and utilize best practices.
Research the things that regions do well to keep and attract talent: Open, caring, inclusive
community; connectivity and fiber; strong entrepreneurial community; inclusive
entrepreneurship; arts; sports; bike and walk friendly; transportation and mobility; etc.

' ,
\

Recommendation: [Place the Mayor as a Champion ~or the Encouragement/Support of Entrepreneurs _ ___ -

The economic future of commun;i,ties depends on innovation and entrepreneurship . Central Florida has
been successful at fostering entrepreneurship, but is far less successful at scaling startups. We need to
develop and support companies in the early stages through scaling. We need seed and early stage
financial capital to enable the most promising startup and early growth companies to achieve
profitability, which is often required to attract large institutional funding capital rounds.
We need a combined community effort leveraging philanthropy, government funding and for-profit
support to address the needs of entrepreneurs in the region . We should support existing and emerging
clusters such optics and photonics, modeling and simu lation, virtual reality, artificial intelligence, big
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because I think the entrepreneurial tech
community, large corporations, the universities and
capital sources are all here, but not are working in
parallel, minimally connected silos.

Comment [557): May best be suited under the
summit to validate if CareerSource and others are
adequately meeting needs.

Comment [558): Do these actions position the
Mayor as the champion or does it need to be a
recommendation?

data, tourism and hospitality and industries that will be important for our future such as sensor
development.
Short Term Actions:
1.

Establish a working group that includes outside support to review what regulatory frameworks
need to be put in place to ensure Orange County is ready for " new" innovation and
technology. Identify opportunities for Orange County to improve the regulatory environment to
support innovation and a more competitive tech ecosystem .

2.

Work to enhance a culture of technology at the county though alignment with the small tech
start-up industry. Establish streamlined processes to work drrectly with small tech companies to
ensure they are able to operate with minimal bureaucracy and fees within the county.

3.

Examine new ways to incentivize startups and second stage companies.

4.

Support the creation of a public-private partnership fund that provides direct investments in
entrepreneurial initiatives and innovative investment models that fund and support the region 's
startups and small businesses.

5.
6.

Continue Orange County' s Strategic Partnership Program Fund's Investment in the innovation
infrastructure that supports companies most likely to scale.
In order to encourage mentorship of early stage entrepreneurs, mentorship development
programs should be established that recruit, train, and engage mentors. Existing mentorship
programs should be encouraged to cross pollinate their mentors. Mentors should be
celebrated. We need good quality mentors, not cheerleaders.

7.

Establish a "First Customer'' Program for Startups in Orange County and Invest in Local
Businesses as a "First Optionn. Expand upon the Florida Tech-Match program that has proven to
be successful in partnership with the Orange County Economic Summit. ~he Tech Council could
implement this program in partnership with the Orlando Economic Partnership, which already
counts many of Orange County's largest businesses as investors

8.

9.

Comment [SS9]:

Suggest removing from here

since this idea is introduced later in the document.

Orange County should be a partner in leading a "One Orlando" mission which will explore the
assets of our region and is planned for late Spring 2019 in follow up to the Leadership Mission to
Pittsburgh. Economic summit in February could be a platform to introduce this initiative.
We recommend the Mayor tead a $[1M "Scale Up Orange County" initiative that s$ks bold and ____ - -{ Comment [SS10J:
innovative ideas from appricants to grow the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Orange County.
Areas of interest include " Mayor's Prizes" that support:
a.

Entrepreneurs commercializing technology from Orange County academic institutions
and companies

b.

Entrepreneurs leaving incubators and accelerator programs

c.

High-growth entrep_reneurs

d.

Minority and other non-traditional entrepreneurs

e.

Connecting entrepreneurs with markets

f.

Improving ecosystem connections and collaboration

g.

Entrepreneurs developing and manufacturing products locally at scale
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Need to discuss.

10. We recommend the Mayor lead the ~ffort to recruit and secure a substantial Seed Capital Fund
($20 million+) that seeks to inject capital from accredited investors and institutions/companies
into Orange County ventures.
11. Examine the potential for County funding a portion of operational costs for a limited number of
local seed capital funds through a competitive process.
12. Examine the establishment of a program that allows tech talent to stay in OC by providing
funding to startups that would pay for a portion of the salaries of much needed talent.
(Winnipeg has such a program where they pay 40% of the salary for the first year+) __________ - -{ Comment [5511]:
13. Review the Zoning and land use classifications related to manufacturing to address evolving

Need to discuss.

technology manufacturing, potentially adding new industry specific classifications.

Long Term/Ongoing Actions :
Continuing the annual Economic Summit led b,y Orange County, but to evolve into a regional
focus, is recommended to enhance partnershlps and more comprehensively evaluate our
economy on the broader geographic scale while informing governments. and businesses alike
about the expected near-term economic trends..
2. The annual Simulation Summit presents an effective opportl:tflity to promote the region's
specialization in these technologies and to highlight 1:atestapplications across numerous
industries. This event can strategf.cafly be used to create new partnerships that leverage R&D
into new economic opportunities.
3. Designate the Economic Development Office to be responsible for developing a by-industry
1.

network that identifies. talent capital in Orange County. Partner with BIP at UCF and other
[i ncubator program { _________________________________________________ 4. Designate the Economic Devetopment Offrce to partner with academic institutions including UCF

Comment [5512]:

Continue to work with OEP

on this. Potential to set up advisory group for the

Mayor.

to produce research that satisfies local market demand, including an analysis of the !Hispanic
population and industry to access the Hispanic Market in Orange Countyj _________________ -

Comment [513]:

Kirstie comment : What about

other minority groups?

Recommendation: Update the Orange County "Brand"

In today's world, storytelling and branding are key strategic elements of a region's success. Our brand
needs to firmly establ:ish the reputational qualities that set us apart. Branding is the unique promise of
value you make to yourstakeholders -employees, residents, customers and businesses. Any contact
anyone has with the coun.ty-wJ1ether it is our website, e-communication, publications, or interactions
with our staff-it is a tremendous opportunity to demonstrate value and build trust. Negative
experiences can reduce trust in a government.
Branding helps you :
•
•
•
•

Build trust and motivate action
Engage more effectively with stakeholders
Gain mind share in the age of information overload
Create a positive image of your agency and mission
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•
•
•
•

Secure funding
Establish credibility as experts and thought leaders
Create internal unity and a sense of shared purpose
Establish a platform to guide communications

Residents, businesses and partners need to feel a connection to a government and need to understand
what a government stands for, how they navigate the process, how they can pursue partnerships,
opportunities and, most importantly, address challenges. Strong, dynamic branding and communication
are critical components of everything from successful citizen engagement, economic and business
development, to crisis management and customer service strategies. li;i today's global market, it is
critical to put a stake in the ground and ensure Orange County is StaJi!ding apart from the crowd .
A clear brand and communication strategy also will provide,j:A'spirat-iQlll,.;md clarity that staff needs to be
successful. It will be a guiding principle setting the stan.tl'iJJ;d for how th-e,fshould act and how to meet
the County leadership goals. A clear brand strategy assists the County emplQyees in staying focused on
the mission and vision of Orange County.
Orange County Government needs to create a unique~ that.reflects our vision-about our entire
customer experience. We need to do a9'J3Qalysis of every1:fitt;ig_ f.iom our logo, our websi;te, our social
media experience to the way we answertjle:l')hone, to the wayour customers experience our staff.
Short Term Actions :

1. Convene a bran~cemmi:ttee whose focus wi:ll:irn:,lttd;e sf:\apingthe branding project plan,
timeline, and s~egic objectiv.es .
2. Conduct a brand aw,!it and develop a report with key insights.
3. Activate acommunity:,)Nide rrowdsourced vislo,nplanning process, similar in nature to Project
D10.. :fbegQal;-Qf the proc-es*'fs to activate-, unite; <¥1d tap into collective insights and feedback
fm:m the commuqi;tyand inmJSVY as a way·" dlarting a course for an authentic brand and
CC>l;"!;lf?elling communit>;"--:jed visfon--9lan for Orange County's next 10-15 years.
4. Con~ a digital marke~ + technology committee to shape the county' s future as it relates to
digital pmitioning, data/an.aj:ytics, enfianced user experiences, and skillful use of technology.
The committee-will frame the digital positioning plan's strategic objectives. The goal is to make
Orange County,imuitive and-technology-forward to enhance all facets of user experiences and
ensure that it is posi:t-ioped-for tomorrow's economic development opportunities.
5.

Partner with the Orlando Economic Partnership to expand the region's brand . The effectiveness
of Orlando's regional campaign, "Orlando. You Don't Know the Half of It." was evaluated and
revealed major improvements in perceptions of Orlando when compared to results four years
earlier when the campaign was launched with the support of over 185 local partners.

6.

Establish a committee to work on redeveloping the Orange County website .

Long Term/Ongoing Actions:
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1.

Engage an agency to develop a branding campaign using insights gained from the committee,
audit, surveys, and the vision planning process. This should align with and support the OEP' s
campaign but provide Orange County with a solid platform for positioning its intrinsic assets and
unique collaborative ethos for competitive differentiation within our region .

2.

Develop partnerships with technology, finance, real estate, and telecommunication companies
that possess unique data/analytics solutions that can be leveraged for Orange County's use.

3.

Engage agency(s) in facilitating the digital positioning strategy.

4. Support efforts for phase 2 of the regional branding campaign, which will dive deeper into our
regional DNA, key clusters and talent attraction with an improved website, story cu ration
campaign and talent recruitment campaign giving opportuntty,,for more success stories to be
heard .
S. Continuous effort to develop County content that bui.fds on e~ting and future success to tell
our story and build brand identity

Recommendation: Establish the new position of ChieUn.novation:Officer

The committee recommends that a new C.~SUcite position of Chief rnnovation Officer (CIO) is created with
the authority to carry out the directives

en the Mayor. The persoo that fills this position should be
must have the abtli.ty to craft a strategic vision for

knowledgeable in the latest technology trends and

how Orange County can be iqno.vative through the use ottecj:mology. The CIO should primarily focus on
being the ambassador w.i.~the lotahech commtmity, dri'(ipgstrategies to grow, attract and retain tech
talent. The CIO will be ahigh-level, hiihJY visible peison who will betfle Mayor's ambassador
representing Orange County .at events,_conferences and delegations. The CIO should work with partners
to create jobs in the digital ecOnQmv:tJ.v targ_e.ting scalable, higher wage companies and technologies.
The CIO wilfwq'dtto promote collabQration with regional: governments and agencies to support Smart
Cities initiiltfves and promot;e the development of tech enabled cities.
•

TheClO works to optimize tech no~ and innovation efforts across the County to ensure that
OrangeC'1)Unty maximizes.unique moments of opportunity to position the County as a
technologyfeader and drive-ambitious, transformational outcomes.

•

The CIO creates; i;nanages.,.aod spearheads the County' s innovation roadmap initiatives.

•

The CIO will evaluate the potential for opportunities that involve the internet of things,
monetization/public-private partnership opportunities, smart cities advancements, smart
transportation, autonomous vehicles, Al , data management and crown sourcing.

•

This position works cross-functionally to support and encourage an innovation-friendly culture,
providing encouragement, shelter, and support for promising ideas, projects, and solutions
across the County.

Short Term Actions:
1. To create a new position of Chief Innovation Officer who has broad responsibilities to leverage
technology by directing investment necessary for the County at-large and the county
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government itself to be leaders in the innovation economy. This position will report directly to
the Orange County Mayor and act as his ambassador in technology initiatives.
Maintain the designation of a single County official to act as the main point of contact for all
economic development projects, which offers the ability to respond to and coordinate outreach
through very clear channels of communication and responsibility.
3. As a complement to the county's CIO position, fund an executive position through the Orlando
2.

Economic Partnership who would oversee technology development throughout the Region,
ensuring adequate technology infrastructure, building capital for scalable companies and
technologies, coordinating technology-based entrepreneurial efforts, promoting strategic
foresight and advising participating governments on policy ·development. This position would
harness the great work currently being done througho1,1t Orange County and the region in a
coordinated fashion . The result would be an organized entrepreneurial ecosystem, including
the partnership of Starter Studio, Catalyst, UCF and others.
4. Support the formation of a Regional Technology Council, an affiliate of the Orlando Economic
Partnership, with responsibility to advise and·ensure cooperative, broad-based regional
approaches to development. The Technolog:v-COuncil would be comprised ·of private industry
investors and the OEP could provide a one-to-one match foT government-based funding to
ensure the initiative has the re50l.!l'ces to make a scat.ablejmpact. This council rould be led by an
Executive Director identified in t~previous action item,and will work closely with the Chief
Innovation Officer.
5.

Develop a strategic vision on where ta.invest in-improvements to technology in order to
enhance the cusb;>mer experience, allowing internal resources to-be focused on the most
valuable initiatives.

6.

Elevate the current Chief Information Officer role and associated Information Systems &
Services Division to

be more.visible on the organizational chart and within the organization .

7. Coadutt.aq;imeentory otthe girrent~ of cust-o-mer service based technologies.
Long Tetm/Ongoing Actions:
1.

2.

Work.to;ittract new technology companies to Orange County with higher wage jobs.
Develop<"a strategic vision on where to invest in improvements that will support and enhance
the business community while promoting the concept of a tech enabled city.

3.

Partner with the:local busioess community to invest in building adequate technology
infrastructure, induding:56, to support emerging trends such as autonomous vehicles, artificial
intelligence and publicevents.

Recommendation: Ensure Adequate Technology Infrastructure

Technology Infrastructure is an essential building block to developing and supporting a connected
community. The county should invest and/or seek to develop public-private partnerships in order to
build out the bandwidth capacity to support advances in technology, while enhancing its capacity to
provide robust access toe-government services, education, and telehealth for our citizens. The county
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should also support the buildout of SG infrastructure that will enable the deployment of smart devices
throughout the county to support smart city initiatives. These initiatives could include autonomous
vehicles, traffic optimization, smart buildings, intelligent public works, and digital officer patrolling.
Network infrastructure investments will also allow for greater connectivity into data collection,
aggregation and back up services which can produce high value information and citizen services through
artificial intelligence. SG will also create the added benefit of having the capacity to support the
intermittent need for high bandwidth usage during a short period of time for events such as conferences
and sporting events.
Orange County is uniquely positioned to become a hub for eSports tournaments and events with their
ever-growing popularity and rapidly increasing number of attendees.. Numerous elements points to the
county' s desirability as a host for eSports; multiple venues capableof hosting thousands of people,
plentiful guest rooms for visitors, a youthful and tech-sawy population, room for more professional
sports teams, and some of the best attractions in the world. eSports ·events embody demanding
technical infrastructure in regard to connectivity and bandwidth . During games, players and audiences
require the ability to see the action without latency. Thus, dedicated high-bandwidth options are
necessary to provide the audience with the best e,q,erience possible . This usually comes in the form of
dedicated and redundant connectivity and a need to. drastically increase the bandwidth of the hosting
venue. With other live events such as traditional sports.and concerts'incorporating experiences that
require these kinds of capabilities, being.technically read'(foi: t'hem- means Orange Co~ty will continue
to attract the most cutting-edge events inth:ef.\;lture.

Short Term Actions :
Convene a sumr,mt-of industry leaders to ens.ure9Ur community is responding to the needs of
our high tech community by focusing on bcmding infrastructure that will support current and
future technology requiremem:s..
2. The spe:ci:fk needs of band,widtb and connectivity upgrades should be assessed venue by venue
based"up<Yn-cui:rent infrastructure andc.apacity. The ability to handle this massive volume of
connections via cefl .si.gnal anrl/or Wi-Fi infrastructure is mandatory in order to enable a robust
e>q:>erience for attendees. Venues should be equipped with this infrastructure, enhancing the
auale'nce experience and-thereby building repeat occurrences of these events for the county.
3. Continue£urrent Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WGAC) efforts with existing resources .
Sponsor a &.ra.instorming effort aimed at identifying opportunities beyond current, mandated
scope.

1.

Long Term/Ongoing Actions:
One of the " big bets" made in the region has been the BRIDG facility in Osceola County. One
immediate way to leverage "tech infrastructure" to benefit Orange County companies and their
employees is to form a strategic partnership with this regional infrastructure to ensure that the
benefits of the hundreds of millions of dollars in investment is realized in Orange County as well
as Osceola County.
2. As we move toward an autonomous environment, Orange County should lead on developing
appropriate infrastructure to accommodate the future needs of citizens. Working directly with
the most technologically advanced companies to determine the needs of the community, will

1.
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ensure our region creates the autonomous environment as soon as possible and effectively
sustains it.
3. Designate a permanent position to maintain WGAC accessibility program and coordinate
County-wide efforts in conjunction with ADA coordinator.
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